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‘The word is sharper and mightier than the sword, has always
been, despite what some might believe. The sword can indeed
slice the word into thousands of pieces. However, it is the
destiny of all swords that they eventually turn into rust and
then into dust. The pieces of the word remain and may one
day reassemble into the original word. In fact, they do - in all
chronocyclic Universes…’
Kah the Wise
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containing the ashes of his very last of 47 organic shells

Toxgar's model of non-overlapping Universes in the dimensions 1 to 4,
occurring within one bubble-merge cycle in the dimensions 5 to 7.
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‘... as we have expected and as it happens always he will now write the book ‘Forgotten Realities’...
Indeed, there are no boundaries to our wisdom.
These creatures are so predictable and incredibly
easy to handle... ’



Preface
Many of us do not realise that science and fiction are deeply
intertwined and to be found literally everywhere. One just
needs to have the ‘right’ perspective and mindset to be able to
see them.
Indeed, there might be more science fiction in a bird singing
on a tree or a small child playing in the playground, picking
his nose to complicate the matters a bit further, than in all
those sci-fi books written to date.
Not to speak of our politicians and those long, hard-tounderstand speeches and promises they tend to deliver with
that distinct air of condescending confidence of those in
possession of power over others (never mind that those
‘others’ are the ones who have elected them). How much
science fiction one can only find in their verbal outpourings
and empty posturings!
…Or all those unnatural, throat-clearing, artificial coughs one
usually hears in the theatre in the breaks between movements
of a concerto - not that there is anything to be coughed out,
but they still want to cough it out.
Let us think for a second of the plethora of physical, chemical
and mental processes involved on all levels of matter, forming
the above mentioned beings and accompanying their actions stupid or (other)wise...
Pure science fiction - if you ask me...
Now, having read the above, our esteemed reader would
probably not want to proceed any further unless we gave him
our firm promise that in this book he will find even more true
science fiction then he could ever possibly find in ‘real’ life. By
the way - what is ‘real’ really?
So without further ado, let us start with our story telling. See
you all at the end, on the other side. We do hope that you will
enjoy it. Long live the reader!
-1-

he also discovers that what the Redeemers believe
to be their mission, is - unnecessary to say the least.
Our dreams are unaffected by ethics, the concepts of
good and bad, right and wrong are irrelevant, as
for every dream with them, there is one without
them...’



On politicians and other leaders
Commander Uriel's thoughts on our elected reps.
We have observed that on the vast majority of worlds
inhabited by semi-intelligent organic beings, ruling elites and
classes emerge, governing the lives of diverse social groups
belonging to the dominant species. Perhaps we should exclude
from this observation only gaseous beings that, by their very
nature, just happen to be so mutually permeating, easy going
and egalitarian.
All beings comprising ruling classes may either be elected or
self-appointed. Actually, how they come to the positions of
power and influence is not so important to us, as the method
how is frequently changed during the course of their society’s
evolution. What strikes us most, as independent observers
coming from outside, is rather who comes to power.
There is a noticeable trend that only those individuals that are
apt at deceit and cunning and capable of eliminating their
weaker brethren, also aspiring to achieve the same positions
of influence, eventually end up on the very top of their social
groups’ hierarchy. Need I say - personal greed, this in-bred
trait of semi-intelligent organic life, is their main driving force.
Essentially, in the vast majority of cases observed, deceitful
and plainly immoral beings end up in the positions of power.
- 23 -

Many a time is this achieved by backstabbing their less apt
brethren or by pretending to be the staunchest supporters of
those who are currently in power, hiding behind them and
waiting for one’s own moment of glory. On some worlds this is
called ‘kissing the arse’, where the word ‘arse’ designates the
rear part of a being through which undigested remains of
food, basically organic waste, is being excreted as a byproduct of the beings’ physiologic processes. Hence - this is a
synonym for a revolting, disgusting habit performed by equally
disgusting creatures. On some other worlds we have visited
this is called ‘sticking it into the man’, whereby the disgusting
being’s front part, normally used for food intake purposes or
for inter-species communication, is positioned in the rear,
excretory part of the other being that happens to be in power.
We like this expression very much, as it illustrates extremely
well the lengths such duplicitous creatures will go to, in order
to get admitted to the ruling class of a particular social group.
Once in power though, they tend to quickly change their
behaviour and now expect from other ordinary members of
their social group similar expressions of false ‘devotion’ or
submission - something that only until recently they
themselves were practising. As one being on a world that we
visited once said: ‘Politicians - if only people knew how many
arseholes amongst them there are, there would be a planetwide uprising.’
Economic growth
Any inhabited world has a limited pool of natural resources and riches, no
matter how enormous it might appear to be to its inhabitants. It is no
wonder then that by taking or stealing more of a world’s riches and keeping
them in the possession of only a few privileged individuals, will leave the
remaining population deprived of them and living in poverty.
Excerpt from ‘The Teachings of Kah the Wise’

Commander Michael's thoughts on planetary economies - the
exchange of goods and services between members of dominant
species on many a world.
- 24 -

Sadly, so many species will never reach Enlightenment, as
they are preoccupied way too much with chasing after profits
rather then observing the Commandments we give them. This
is due to the omnipresence of greed, so insidiously built into
their genetic sequences, I suppose. It is no wonder then that
we Redeemers simply have to intervene and periodically erase
such races and their civilisations.
They have this strange concept of ‘economic growth’ based on
the assumption of forever-increasing volumes of trade (that is,
goods and services exchange) on their worlds. It has to be
greed that is blinding them otherwise they would surely see
that there is no such thing as unlimited growth on a world
with limited resources… or to put it more simply - limited
amount of matter comprising it.
Every ‘economic growth’ is accompanied in the minds of such
beings by the rising prospects of getting more of whatever
objects they consider as the embodiment of worth3 on their
worlds. Getting more, indeed! Little do they realise that by
getting more they are, in fact, getting much less, to the point
of losing their spirituality all together…
Chasing profits… yet another illness plaguing many semiintelligent forms of organic life...
Cyclic economic crises are commonplace in the economies of
such races driven by greed, typically leaving huge masses of
individuals without means to support themselves on the most
elementary biological level - depriving them even of access to
sustenance in most severe cases. On the other hand, their
leaders and leadership cliques in possession of huge amounts
of accumulated (that is, misappropriated) objects of worth4,

In all cases we have been able to witness and record, these objects are
pretty much valueless to us Redeemers.
4 We found a nice word for them on a lost world – they called such objects
‘capital’
3
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live their lives comfortably and in the abundance of everything
their world can possibly offer them.
To placate the masses of those possessing nothing, the leaders
on such worlds meet and discuss the ways how to, as they
call it, ‘stimulate’ the entire chain of the production of goods
and services again. One obvious solution - that of abandoning
the current economic model based on the exploitation of
others and avarice - they obviously ignore and do not want to
see. In fact, they are unable to do it, being limited by the
underlying instincts governing their collective behaviour.
Instead, they try to repair something that cannot be repaired,
as it is based on a false premise, having its roots deep in
organic chemistry - their species’ genetic code… meet greed.
Tedeonians, Kah, Idonesians and we Redeemers are probably
the rare few races that are not plagued by it. We Redeemers
have extremely long life spans and it was simply an
evolutionary necessity to get rid of it and adopt the ususlistic5 model of our society for our own sake. Otherwise, we
would have lost our unique spiritual identity bestowed upon
us by the Tedeonians and the Eternal Ones. We would have
spent eons fighting amongst ourselves for this ‘more of
nothing’ and remained just another race of pseudo-intelligent
organic beings drenched in this inbred curse.
Spiritus et corpus meum
Commander Gavriel's thought on mind and body…
All semi-intelligent organic beings that no longer rely on the
work their bodies do to obtain sustenance and instead become
increasingly dependent on technology have to regularly train
their bodies and minds. Failure to do so usually results in
premature termination of their existence, both individual and
collective.

5

‘usus’ - Latin word for ’need’ or ‘use’
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The dismissal
If any god ever crosses that invisible line set by his brethren, he will soon
fall into disgrace and oblivion. He will become an outcast. Some may even
demonise him… Poor, poor fools… Forgive them, oh the Eternal Ones for
they know not what they do…
Commander Lucifer

From a telepathic message to Commander Lucifer, thoughtcast by Admiral Yahweh...
My dear, dear brother Lucifer,
It has been noticed that, as a result of your intensive scientific
research on multiverse containers in the dimensions R(5,6,7),
your ideas and views on our ethical norms and role in this
Universe have, as of late, diverged widely from our policies
based on the benevolent teachings of the Eternal Ones and
later on Tedeonians, their descendants.
Driven by a very much unconfirmed hypothesis that in an
unlimited number of such containers one by necessity has at
least some in which the rules of ethics do not apply in our
dimensions R(1-4), you have dared to challenge the very core of
our teachings in your thoughts and words - the concepts of
good and bad and their existence. Your thoughts have been
tainted with unsubstantiated suspicions and ifs…
Such a ‘no-morals’ stance we as a race cannot tolerate, at
least not at this stage of our evolution. We have been
disseminating our ethical norms for eons and judging other
inferior, pseudo-intelligent races based on them.
Your further engagements as a Redeemer on worlds with
semi-intelligent life forms may no longer be possible, due to
the very fact that you have even entertained such thoughts,
entirely opposite to our norms.
It is with a great deal of regret and sadness Commander
Lucifer that we have to relieve you of your active duties on
board of this and any other Redeemer vessels.
- 87 -

Once confirmed by the High Council, this decision stands firm
for the remainder of your natural existence. You are of course
free to return to our home world, as soon as one of our vessels
sets course towards it. Alternatively, you are welcome to stay
on onboard this vessel and carry on with your research as our
chief scientist, but with no redeeming functions and
authority.
Even if your assumptions were to be found to be correct, I
would still continue doing what we Redeemers have always
been pursuing in this Flow: separating moral wheat from chaff
in semi-intelligent life forms. There is nothing else I can do.
That being said, should your research ever result in some
concrete evidence and convincing proofs, rest assured that, of
all races, we would be the first to give it most serious and
objective consideration. If need be, we would then even rethink our own role and mission in this Flow, but this needs to
be done based on facts and not on some vague conjectures.
Your ‘vanishing’ from the scene might generate quite some
ripples in the minds of those creatures that were under your
redeeming care. Some amongst them might even start
thinking of you as of a fallen angel or whatever else such
primitive beings can possibly think of to justify your sudden
disappearance and 'falling out of favour' with us. But we
Redeemers know that this is not so. We have always
considered you as one of the most gifted individuals our race
has ever had. And this will not change.
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